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Welcome!
Indie is an online magazine dedicated to the

independent author and artist community. It features

opening chapters, short stories, poetry, as well as

advice, non fiction articles and interviews. Here, there

is something for every reader, and you're able to

support a large amount of creators.

This issue is on Nature, discussing topics such as

weather, wildlife and landscapes.

I hope you enjoy your read, and discover some

amazing new talents as you do so.

Created by Alexandra Killworth

Instagram: @alexandra_killworth

Facebook: Alexandra Killworth

Twitter: @alex_killworth
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L i l a c s
Haikus by s.anne kelln

Cutting lilacs
New growth lies beneath the dead
Prune to live

Nature's reflex is
To balance extremities

With opposites

Refreshing droplets
Fall from the overcast sky
My thirsty soul drinks





Water Holding
Up The Dead

Poem by Geoff

Pope

My words are like ocean foam,

smoke from an imploded dome.

Your words cognac candles,

well-worn Galilean sandals.

My lines a cracked dish.

Yours- schools of fish,

pillared loaves of bread,

water holding up the dead.



the call
Prose by Laura

Denise

Let your soul lead you to the water, then set free your heart’s

desires. ~

There is something about the sea that calls us. A universal,

innate tugging that draws us out toward the coasts. The soft,

lulling melody of distant waves like an ancient incantation

seems to entrance our long-awaiting souls in psalm. What is it

about the Great Water that beckons the land-dwellers to

come? What revelations does it yearn to reveal in whispers to

each individual in person? When we go, do we even listen?

We are perhaps drawn to the sea for its grandeur, its vast

expanse that so powerfully suggests there is more. There is so

much more. Much like space, inseparable from creation

theories, the oceans challenge and confirm individual and

collective beliefs and put us in our place. We are significant.

Each of us. We are intentionally created, each precisely as we

are. We are loved and have purpose. Yet, we are small. Not

insignificant though. We belong. We are an intricate and

essential part of this “more.” We each have a role that only

each of us can fill. These are my deeply-rooted personal truths.

The powers greater than humanity are represented here at the

shoreline as we toe the boundaries, further exploration at this

time denied. We build ships and aircrafts in attempts to go

farther, but the higher powers are infinitely wiser. We are not

meant to know more at this time, in this place. 



Or is it that we simply have not achieved what we are capable

of? There are no answers. Or are there?

In a sense, we come to feel this smallness. Because sensing

there is so much more out there makes us feel less alone. It

comforts us to know we have a home beyond our own. It is

easy to feel abandoned on this supposed third rock from a

sun. No overt, direct guidance, no speech or sight or touch

from above. Handicapped by only five senses, we feel unfairly

ill-equipped. We call out, but no voice we can hear with our

ears responds. Bodies that carry the souls we come to know

die out, or die at perceived premature times, and leave us

feeling more alone. What is the purpose of all of this? What are

we to be doing? We all wonder side by side as we grow further

and further apart. What if the meaning of it all is simply love?

Love for yourself, love for your neighbor, love for all those

strangers gathered beside you on the pier wondering the

same. What if the unknown cannot be explored with anything

manmade? What if the only way we can transcend the

boundaries is to love at our fullest potentials? What if it were

that simple? All along. How far have we come?

We come to the shoreline not necessarily in search of the

answers but to be reminded, to confirm, how little we know.

Most of our home planet is ocean and most of the ocean

unexplored; we can only discover so much on our own. The

rest must come with faith and hope. We do our best to fill in

the blanks, but there is nothing missing here. We are

surrounded by the gifts of nature and each other. We yearn for

a greater understanding. For ourselves and for us all. If we

believe in anything beyond this, it should change the way we

live.



Without the natural world, it would be too easy to forget, to

devalue our existence. The ocean symbolizes this unknown,

the infinite possibilities, the mysteries. It fills us with comfort

and hope, to know we know not what is out there, what is yet

to come. Every soul and dream could use this renewal. What is

impossible becomes possible again. There is no end. The sky is

never the limit.

We gravitate to the great aquahorizon. Such panoramic views,

like that from atop mountains, take our breaths away. We

come for the aesthetics, the pure beauty that exists in such

picturesque visuals, the gifted perspectives we are not used to.

We become part of the postcard, the Googled image; we can

say we’ve been there and experienced it. We can carry it in our

minds’ eyes long after. Luxurious, currency-dependent

manmade entertainment places can be appealing

experiences, but they can’t make obsolete the innate desire to

simply see and sensually soak in the magnificence of natural

wonders. We can create things that cause our jaws to drop,

but the awe of what we cannot, the natural world that

predates our existence that came about and cycles

independent of us, fills us with wonder, questions impossible

to answer, testaments of our extreme limitations, reminders of

our blessed insignificance, for the powers held by such entities

seem to be in good handless keep. We come to revel in the

beauty of the view of an infinite horizon. We come to be

moved. Internally.

There is something about the sea that calls us. Why has it

summoned you?

There is something about the sea that calls us. Listen for its

truths.



Fox Silhouette

Alexandra Killworth



Island Road
Poem by Sophia

Wilson

Blonde curls twist around her face in tight coils,

transparent in the light,

like illuminated yellow tissue paper.

By her side, cream coloured shades hides blue eyes,

like sunbeams on a glittering pool

luxuriating under a summery haze.

Two lone palm trees dancing in the breeze.

They chase the sun, as it retreats

into a pocket-sized square of their pebble garden.

Their bodies sway to easy tunes

as they smoke the last of their tobacco.

In the kaleidoscope of their minds,

they dream they are at festivals or sea shores,

far away from 32 Island road



May, Jay, Rise
Poem by Sophia

Wilson

I step out onto the pavement,

bare feet

taste the sun's heat

from the day passed

on a clear evening in May,

but it feels like

Summer. A tropical wind

licks my skin

as my kimono flutters.

the jay and the magpie

appear to fly,

and rise,

called back by the sky



Alexandra

Killworth



INDIE WILTSHIRE ARTIST
Story of Lucia Lovatt, a

watercolour/acrylic artist



Lucia Lovatt
In this issue, I interviewed Wiltshire watercolour/acrylic
artist Lucia Lovatt, asking about where her inspiration
comes from and how she found herself at this job.

1- How long have you been practising art for, when did you

start?

I used to draw and paint all the time when I was

younger and in to my teens, although I was

persuaded against doing art at GCSE. Without that

qualification, I couldn’t do it at college either. I left

education after getting my college baccalaureate

because there weren’t any subjects that really

inspired me. 

After a few years in the ‘”real world” however, I

applied to do a fine art degree. The tutor

interviewing me said my work was “naïve, but

showed potential” and gave me a chance without

having any of the qualifications needed. I had

intended to focus on and improve my painting

while there, but I got some advice that changed

everything.



A tutor told me that what ever I was painting, I

could convey the same message and have the

same effect as taking a photograph instead.

And do it a lot quicker. And I just took his advice

and became a photographer instead.

After university, I became a high street studio

photographer, and then owned an equine

photography company with my ex husband.

And eventually gave it all up when the marriage

ended. Then a few years ago, my brother asked

me to do a painting for his wedding invitations. I

was shocked he’d asked me to do such a thing.

But I accepted the challenge, bought some

paints and brushes, and just still haven’t put

them down.

2- Why do you choose to focus on animals and wildlife?

When I was little, a friend of mine was constantly

drawing animals, rabbits in particular. I wanted to

be able to draw just like her so I practiced all the

time. I think, in a way, I’m still trying to be as good

as I remember she was. But there is also

something about the faces and eyes of animals

that interest me. When I paint, I can imagine

emotion and personality. I don’t have the same

connection to landscapes or abstracts.



3- Do you find going into nature inspires you more?

Not especially. I find inspiration in many places.

Luckily I don’t have to look too far for ideas, as I

have a list of requests from potential customers,

Facebook friends – and family! I’m still working my

way through these. I do enjoy browsing sites like

Pinterest for photographs of animals, to see them

in their natural environment. Sometimes I will

research into the animals if I don’t know much

about them. I find learning to be really inspiring, so

that helps when I am painting a bigger piece.

4- What motivates you to create art?

Creating artwork is motivation in itself. Painting is

my reward for all the other things I need to do in

the day. If I could just wake up in the morning, and

sit at my canvas and paint all day long (maybe

with a few breaks to see my family of course), I

would be in heaven. However, since making the

decision to be a full time artist and have this as my

main source of income, I’ve realised that actual

painting makes up quite a small percentage of my

workday. There is a whole lot of marketing, sales,

networking, learning, website maintenance, to

name just a few things. I do all this, with the

promise that I will get to have at least an hour a

day to ‘get lost’ in creating artwork.



5- How do you feel about painting outside?

I absolutely love the idea of painting outside, but I

don’t actually enjoy it when I’m there. I prefer to

have all my ‘things’ where they should be and

everything set up in a particular way. During lock

down, I did set myself up in the garden quite a few

times. My main problem was being able to see my

reference image; I usually use my laptop or my

phone, but it is tricky to see details on the screen

outside.

I did find however, that I had some really helpful

input from my neighbours, which I wouldn’t have

got sitting inside my studio. Maybe one day, I’ll

venture further afield and paint what I can see

outside, but I haven’t had the urge to do that yet.

6- What are your favourite mediums and why?

I can’t decide between watercolour and acrylic. I

love the unpredictable flow of watercolour, and

trying to control it to achieve my desired outcome.

I feel like my paintings are lot more ‘free’ when I

use this use this medium. My paintings are light

and gentle and I can have a lot fun, making

splashes and splatters. I have really only just begun

my exploration into watercolour, and I am excited

to see where this medium will take my art.



Acrylics on the other hand, are my ‘go to’ paints. I

feel comfortable using these and so can

concentrate a lot more on the painting I am

working on, rather than what the paint is going to

be doing. I have been dabbling with colouring

pencils, graphite and charcoal too. I plan to give

some time to these later on in the year.

7- Would you say going outside is more important than

spending time on social media?

I think these 2 are completely separate things.

There shouldn’t be a need to prioritise one over the

other. Life is a balance of all the things that are

important to us, and as long as our time is

managed well, we can fit in everything we need to.

8-How difficult is it to build your audience on social

media?

I am only at the beginning of this journey. I was

never a big fan of social media. I only had a

Facebook account because I got pestered into

having one and I liked the idea of being in touch

with people who I didn’t have to write long emails

to regularly. When I made the decision to

completely focus on my art, I set up an Instagram

account for somewhere to store my photos and

show them off if anyone asked about them.



In the last few months, I have been learning about

on line marketing. I have taken free courses,

completed free challenges set by online

marketing experts, and really started to engage

and put effort into social media.

I never thought I would say this, but I am actually

having a lot of fun with it. I have connected with

lots of like-minded people. I am getting a lot of

validation from people who are following me. I

have reconnected with friends I would have other

wise lost touch with. And I am learning so much

about not only art, but all sorts of things from all

sorts of people.

I found it difficult at first to get over my on-line

shyness (I’m not that shy in real life, only on line),

but the more I do it, the easier it gets. I am

making myself a plan to grow my followers and

ultimately get more consistent work and sales, but

I know it won’t be quick and easy.

For more information, visit

www.paintingsbylucia.co.uk





Question time
I asked my followers on Instagram the question: 

Why do you find nature inspiring?
Here's some of the answers!

'It's ability to adapt, and of the
colours. It's amazing how nature
is just like us. Different and
beautiful.'

'I think because it's so natural,
it's not been tampered with,
making it pure'

'It's so healing to be near, so to
do work inspired by it feels

ethereal and healing in itself'

'Due to its resilience and ability
to grow almost anywhere. And

it's really pretty too!'



Thank you!

As usual, I'd like to give a huge thank you to everyone
involved in this issue of Indie. It's shorter than usual due to
personal health issues and lack of contribution, but that's
okay! I hope you still enjoyed the amazing creativity within

this issue, and I'm sure you've discovered some new,
amazing talents.

Next issue will be focused on love, so if you're an artist or
writer that would like to be involved, you can contact me
via any social media or my website for more information!

I've listed everyone that contributed to this issue on the
next page, so please check out everyone. Thank you!



Lucia Lovatt - Artist

Instagram: @paintingsbylucia

Facebook: Paintings by Lucia

www.paintingsbylucia.co.uk

S.ANNE KELLN - WRITER/Photographer

Instagram: @s_annewriter

runninginshadows.wordpress.com

Geoff Pope - Writer

Instagram: @wordstoeternity

Laura Denise - WRITER

Instagram: @bylauradenise

www.lauradenise.home.blog

Sophia Yamamoto - Poet

Instagram: @sophiayamamoto.poetry


